Bob's 1949 Oldsmobile
My love for the 1949 Oldsmobile came when I was in High School. My Dad
loaned me $250 for a used 1949 Oldsmobile 2 door fastback. It was a black Olds 88
which had a 303 CI V8 with overhead valves and Hydra-matic transmission.
When I retired my wish was to find a 1949 olds and restore it. I couldn't find a
fastback that had a descent body. But I did locate an 1949 olds 98 that was still running
in Illinois. The car was owned by a leasing company and was used in the Movie
EXPRESS. I purchased The car and had it shipped to me for a total restoration.

Once we received the car I found out it was originally sold at Hoskins-Beatty
Motor Co. in Denver Colorado. Which was the largest Oldsmobile dealer in Colorado.
Once we saw that the car it was obvious it was going to be a total restoration. So I
setup a basic plan of action for the rebuild. We had to locate the shops that could rebuild
the engine, Hydra-matic transmission, body, interior, chassis, bumpers, windows,
exhaust and wiring.

Original engine

When we received the car the engine had some serious issues which would require
an old school engine mechanic(Gary
Johnson) to resolve. A Cracked head and bad radiator were the first things that showed
up. GM used special piston material on the 1949 which made them more difficult to
replace. Most mechanic's would just get pistons that fit but Gary used the original 1949
pistons. Barts machine shop did all the machine work on the block and heads.

Rebuilt engine
After the engine rebuild was completed I was able to repaint the engine with all
the original factory paint colors.

The original seat material was made out of broadloom cloth. We had a real devil
of a time locating the same broadloom material.

I had one of the oldest Colorado Springs interior upholsterers (Knowles trim shop)
do my interior upgrade. We located a warehouse in Oregon that had the same material
used in 1949.

The safety rope on the back of the rear seat was hand made because there was no
replacement. The carpets were all handmade from the same type of material used by the
factory.

The floor and interior top was lined with heat and sound proof material to help
reduce inside road noise.

After a 2 year $50,000 dollar restoration

